SPRING 2016

Research Presentations from Dillard College Students at UGRCA Forum

Oral Presentations:

Luca Lalor, U.S. Foreign Investment, De Jure and De Facto Exchange Rate Regimes in Emerging Economies
Economics
Mentor: Dr. Pablo A. García-Fuentes, EURECA

Curtis Knobloch, Crude Oil: Effects of Deflated Oil Prices on the North Texas Regional Economy
Finance
Mentors: Dr. John Martinez and Dr. Robert Forrester, EURECA

Kevin Thompson, On the Effect of Remittances and Human Capital on Financial Development in Developing Countries
Economics
Mentor: Dr. Pablo García-Fuentes, EURECA

William Ash, Using External Instruments to Estimate the Effect of Remittances on Poverty Through Human Capital in Developing Countries
Economics
Mentor: Dr. Pablo A. García-Fuentes, EURECA

Keaton Dolan, Will Roland, Ashley Watts, Wadzanai Dzvurumi and Liz Navarette, Antecedents and Outcomes of Brand Loyalty
Marketing
Mentor: Dr. Thuy D. Nguyen
Poster Presentations:

**Dareem Antoine and Kizelle Williams**, *Too Big to Fail vs. Too Little to Succeed: An application of Predator-Prey Models to the Banking Industry*
Mathematics, Economics, College of Science and Mathematics
Mentors: Dr. Dale McDonald, Dr. John Martinez and Dr. Robert Forrester

**Adam Leikness, Aubrey Kass and Wadzanai Dzvurumi**, *Turning up the Heat on Volunteer Motivation: A Study Examining What Makes America’s Most Famous Triple Digit Weather Bike Race So Attractive for its’ Volunteers*
Management, Marketing, and Legal Studies
Mentors: Dr. Niyati Kataria and Dr. Jeff Stambaugh, EURECA